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Abstract
Cloud computing promises a new era of service delivery and deployment in such a way that
every person can access any kind of services like storage, application, operating system and so
on from anywhere any time using any device having internet connection. Cloud computing
opens new possibilities approaching sustainable solutions to deploy and advance their services
upon that platform. Sustainability of Cloud computing is to be addressed in terms of
environmental and economic effects.
In this thesis we explore the energy efficient approaches inside data centres from the site and
IT infrastructure perspective incorporating Cloud networking from the access network
technologies and network equipment point of view to give a comprehensive prospect toward
achieving energy efficiency of Cloud computing. Traditional and Cloud data centres would by
compared to figure out which one is more recommended to be deployed. Virtualization as
heart of energy efficient Cloud computing that can integrates some technologies like
consolidation and resource utilization has been introduced to prepare a background for
implementation part. Finally approaches for Cloud computing data centres at operating system
and especially data centre level are presented and Green Cloud architecture as the most
suitable green approach is described in details. In the experiment segment we modelled and
simulated Facebook and studied the behaviour in terms of cost and performance and energy
consumption to reach a most appropriate solution.
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1

Introduction

...all people, regardless of race, gender, income, or geography, have a moral right to a
healthy, sustainable environment [1].
Sustainability is a long lasting welfare in terms of economy and environment. Nowadays in
the field of information and communication technology, businesses and companies care much
more about reaching a sustainable strategy for their operations. The foremost reason is to
reduce their carbon footprint and environmental impacts together with lowering the
operational costs.
Cloud computing is offered as a sustainable tool to address and fulfil these goals. Cloud
computing is an emerging technology that is becoming widespread as it enables accessing
computing resources such as applications, storage, services, video games, movies and music
on demand in such a way that the Cloud clients need not have any idea how or from where
they are receiving these contents. The only thing they needed is a broadband connectivity to
the Cloud.
1.1 Problem Statement
Energy efficiency deals with performing the same tasks as before while consuming less
energy, resulting in lower costs; Energy efficiency helps reduce the world carbon emissions, a
key factor to attain a greener environment.
The environment is severely suffering from growing hazardous energy emissions produced by
large industries. The IT sector has had both a notable energy consumption and impact on our
environment. In addition, Cloud providers neither concerning sacrificing performance nor
expend more cost for enhancing service delivery so a trade-off between them needs to be
established.
1.2 Approach Chosen to Solve the Problem
Some technologies and means in data centre infrastructures are investigated to aid Cloud
computing to save more energy and having less impact on the environment as explained in
chapter 3. It is investigated that why Cloud data centres are more advised to use rather than
traditional data centres. Different Green architectures for Cloud data centres are presented in
chapter 5; before proceeding to implementation as energy efficient solutions for Cloud
computing environment at different levels such as Green Open Cloud [45, 46] and
GreenCloud [33, 47] which are power efficient and operate at data centre level. There is a
Green Cloud architecture rising from those trends leading, not only to energy efficiency, but
also carbon emission aware concept. In order to entirely satisfy the meaning of sustainability
that can be built upon the energy efficient data centre infrastructure, we explain how Cloud
computing is capable of decreasing energy use and carbon footprint and build a greener
environment with respect to cost reduction.
1.3 Thesis Goals and Expected Results
The aim of this thesis is to discover the best energy efficient approach for Cloud computing,
in areas which include: data centre infrastructures, architecture, Cloud networking and content
delivery to user. To get to a comprehensive approach, these areas should be incorporated to
reach an energy efficient solution for Cloud computing as a whole entity, leading to
promoting revenue and minimizing environmental impact.
The modelling and simulating section is accomplished by help of software called
CloudAnalyst using different scenarios [49, 50]. We use this software to model and simulate a
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very well-known Cloud application which is used by people worldwide named Facebook; to
show the sustainability behaviour of that.
According to Wikipedia, Facebook have 800 million users around the world [4]. We illustrate
the most appropriate sustainable and energy efficient behaviours of this Cloud computing
application by means of comparing different scenarios.
1.4 Thesis Structure
We start with the general terminologies of Cloud computing such as: definition of service and
deployment models, Cloud computing actors, characteristics, benefits and some concerns and
limitations.
Secondly, we discuss the green approaches for Cloud computing in two parts; data centre as
the most energy consumer component of Cloud would be investigated from IT and site
infrastructure perspective consisting green techniques such as dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling sleep/standby mode for IT section [3], UPS as power management for site
infrastructure [14]. The second part concerning Cloud networking includes content delivery to
the Cloud customers and network equipment in terms of energy efficiency.
Telecommunication networks assist Cloud to deliver the requested information to the end
user. Two principal types of telecommunication exist, consisting of wired and wireless, wired
networks for instance: digital subscriber line (DSL), hybrid fibre coaxial networks (HFC),
passive optical networks (PONs), fibre to the node (FTTN), point-to-point optical systems
(PTP) and wireless for instance Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and
Worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WIMAX) [3]. We compare these
communication technologies to discover which one is the most energy efficient to carry
information between Cloud and user.
The next chapter has a look at virtualization technology e.g. benefits, types of virtualization
such as desktop, server and appliances focusing on virtualization of server as servers consume
the most energy almost equivalent to cooling and air conditioning inside Cloud. We aim to
give a better understanding of this concept as we have business with that throughout our thesis
particularly in implementation sector. Afterwards; we present some solutions for green Cloud
data centres architecture followed by our final approach to suit the Cloud from both users and
the provider’s point of view.
Last chapter deals with implementation using CloudAnalyst software to study the behaviour
of Cloud based Facebook application under various circumstances to become more energy
efficient and satisfy quality of service.
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2 Background
2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a concept involving different issues, concerns, technologies. Reaching to
a global comprehensive definition seems to be defined arbitrarily for each IT organization or
company. We rather to skip debates about our definition and use global definition announced
by NIST [5] as follows:
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction.”
In simple words Cloud computing is a collection of hardware, networks, interfaces, services
and storage providing feasibility to deliver everything such as social networks (Facebook) or
collaboration tools (video conferencing, webinars, document management) as a service over
internet whenever and wherever you need on-demand. [55]
2.2 Cloud Computing Actors
Here we introduce 4 major actors of Cloud computing that have a distinct role inside Cloud
environment. [9]
Cloud User:
Cloud user consumes the Cloud computing services that can be a person or an organization.
Cloud Provider:
Cloud provider is responsible of produce and management of a Cloud environment, serving
the requested service by users and delivery of service through access networks to users.
Cloud Broker:
Cloud Broker acts as an intermediate tool between Cloud users and provider facilitating the
procedure in terms of management, performance and delivery of services to users. Cloud
Broker has some capabilities as follows:
Service Intermediation:
Service Broker improves the service features given to users by different means such as
managing access to service, increasing security, reporting performance or management of
identity.
Service Aggregation:
Service Broker bundle several services into one or more services and guarantees data transfer
between Cloud providers and user is secure.
Service Arbitrage:
This is the same concept as Service Aggregation with a difference that services are not fixed
and Broker can choose them based on a criterion from several provides.
Cloud Carrier:
It is related to carrying Cloud services from Cloud provider towards Cloud users that is
carried out by use of telecommunication and access networks like optical and wireless.
2.3 Cloud Computing Characteristics
There are some natural characteristics associated with Cloud computing that sustain IT from
the environment or energy efficiency and economy perspective: [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10]
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Centralization
It means moving all computing for applications, storage and infrastructure to the Cloud in
order to reduce cost and have a better resource management.
Virtualization:
It corresponds to virtualizing any consisting component of IT (storage, network, desktop,
server, switch and router, applications firewall). It will lead to lower cost, better performance,
elasticity and dynamic provisioning and energy efficiency.
Automation
It is the use of IT to reduce the human interaction in producing things, e.g. provisioning the
resources. Automation reduces the cost, improves quality, elasticity and provisioning.
Broad Network Access
Users can access Cloud services ubiquitously as soon as they have a device with capability to
connect to the Cloud such as laptops, PDAs, mobile phones.
Dynamic Movement of Resources
It moves virtual machines and storage inside data center and across them as well due to more
suitable conditions such as lower cost, daytime, power and consumption and maintenance
concerns.
Internet
Cloud use internet as a main infrastructure to connect customers to it that is widely used.
Self-service
Users can access the Cloud services without interference of IT organization.
Chargeback (Pay per Use)
Users pay for Cloud service only when they use it and Cloud just charge them for that specific
service.
Simplification
Running many applications inside one would make it simply understandable for user like
Salesforce.com Company.
Standardization
In order to eliminate the complexity from Cloud, one vendor equipment’s should be used
inside Cloud like unique vendor switches and routers or all the operating systems belong to
one company.
Technology Convergence
It is capable to unify all computing technologies such as storage, network, virtualization and
servers in one platform to lower the cost and enhance the scaling of data center deployment.
Federation
It is about Bundling disparate Cloud computing data centers together via connecting their
infrastructures to enable resource sharing.
Multi-tenancy (Shared)
Multiple customers use the shared infrastructure. Resources are allocated to users on demand,
they are not aware of location of services and whom the resources are shared with.
Dynamic Provisioning (Elasticity)
Cloud responds rapidly to customer demand flexibly. This feature regards to dynamically
adjusting the capacity and scaling up and down the resources such as network, storage and
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processing depending on customer demand requirements avoiding inessential energy and
resource usage.
On Demand
As opposed to ordinary computing that resources are inside IT infrastructure, in case of Cloud
computing we have access to any resources residing in the Cloud without having any
dedicated ones to use internal services.
Server Utilization
Cloud computing can save energy by utilizing servers via distribution of resources, multi
tenancy and virtualization.
Data Center Efficiency
It addresses Improving data center energy efficiency by optimizing cooling, air conditioning,
design, power consumption and energy source to reduce the environmental impact of data
centers.
Service Oriented
Cloud delivers computing as a service to users regardless of being software, application and
infrastructure.
2.4 Cloud Service Models
There are three major Cloud service models as mentioned below: [10]
Software as a service (Saas)
In This model application is hosted on the Cloud and user has access to that through world
wide web, web based email service of Google (Gmail) is an example of this kind of service.
This model transfer the maintenance, troubleshooting, monitoring and management to the
service provider. Salesforce.com is another famous company offering Saas.
Platform as a service (Paas)
In this model customer can use the Cloud platform to deploy, run, and build his own
application in this case users are no more concerned about the scalability of provided platform
components. Google with its (App-Engine) is an example of this sort of service. Microsoft
windows azure is another Paas Cloud provider that makes clients to create and start their
services on that platform. [43]
Infrastructure as a service (Iaas)
In this model the service provider supply different types of infrastructures such as network,
storage and computing to users. Afterwards they can install operating system, applications,
upload or download software or files into the Cloud. Elasticity is not the responsibility of
Cloud provider but is the user. Therefore its user in charge of defining requirements needed
for his career. Amazon is a leader in Iass by its handy tool so-called elastic Cloud computing
Cloud (EC2).
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Figure 1: Cloud service models

2.5 Cloud Deployment Models
Cloud can be categorized into four deployment models as follows: [5]
Public Cloud
It this model Cloud is disposable to public and all have access to its infrastructures.
Private Cloud
It is a model as Cloud services are limited to specific organization. Cloud provider can be
organization itself or third party.
Community Cloud
It is model where Cloud infrastructures are shared among some organizations having same
policies, issues like security. Cloud manager can be local organizations of external one.
Hybrid Cloud
Hybrid Cloud merges different Cloud models such as public, private or community. However
they are identical models but they can collaborate with each other and create some useful
techniques like load balancing. Hybrid Cloud can be the best applicable model as it adds up
the advantages of its fundamental models.
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Figure 2: Cloud deployment models

IT businesses are free to elect Cloud model depending on their needs. Public Clouds provide
rapid access to resources at low cost and suitable deployment for unpredictable and not
frequently demands. On the other side private Clouds provide a platform for predictable and
constant demand while delivering quality of service, security and enterprise class
performance. To gain benefits of both public and private models, hybrid Cloud looks ideal as
it enables portability between those in accordance with business requirements. Hybrid model
has agility in response while supporting security, quality of service and control and
performance. It hands over the right content at right place at right cost. Therefore hybrid
Cloud seems the most economical model as it can reduce the cost up to 30% compared to
legacy IT enterprises. This comes up with technologies such as virtualization, optimizing
workload and rightsizing. Hybrid model is strategic because companies can deploy
applications and adjust cost and service level agreement (SLA) according to their needs. [31]
2.6 Cloud Computing Benefits
Here we mention some benefits of moving IT computing to Cloud: [11, 12, 13, and 36]
Time to Market
Introducing and developing new services demanding new infrastructure is more efficient and
faster through Cloud computing compare to traditional computing.
Economics
Without Cloud computing customer pays for everything including the required service while
in case of using Cloud computing payment is done only for what he uses therefore is
definitely more financial than the usual way.
Flexibility
Businesses are able to determine how much resources they need like storage and processing.
Scalability
Businesses are able to transition from processing a small quantity of data to large amount of
data immediately without requiring extra requirement or buying additional devices.
Simplicity
Cloud computing makes it simple to connect IT staff to what they need easily at the lowest
cost.
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Capital Expenditures to Operating Expenditures (Capex to Opex)
As Cloud infrastructures are able to provide businesses with their required resources, they
don’t necessitate buying expensive infrastructures personally therefore it reduces the cost in
IT companies. Furthermore the leased service from Cloud is much less costly than operating
that service inside company infrastructure.
Portability
Cloud computing give the opportunity to businesses employees and users to access the
computing resources remotely no matter where they are as soon as they have a web based
access to Cloud, therefore this capability omit the geographical restrictions.
2.7 Cloud Computing Concerns and Challenges
As Cloud computing is an emerging technology, it will face inevitable challenges that should
be taken into consideration such as: [11, 14, and 36]
Availability and Reliability
For companies relying on Cloud computing it should be guaranteed by Cloud providers that
no failure would occur during access times and services are always available to users.
Companies must make sure if there is a backup mechanism to retrieve their information in
case of unexpected events.
Security
Companies need to be satisfied that their critical data is being maintained in a very safe
manner so that no security concern such as data loss, alternation or hijacking would happen in
the Cloud.
Performance
As users may be distributed around the world they are likely to suffer from performance
degradation due to delay and latency caused by long distances.
Control
IT companies are concerned about control and management as Cloud provider is responsible
for that issue and they will not build a specific platform for specific company.
Vendor Lock in
Users are worried about movement between Cloud providers when they are not pleased with
services provided by them.
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3 Energy Efficiency
In this chapter we describe two main approaches for energy efficiency of Cloud computing:
Cloud Data centre and Cloud networking. The first one is of most importance as it consumes
the majority of energy inside Cloud. Therefore if we succeed in energy efficiency of Cloud
data centre it would mean that we have almost converted the Cloud environment to a green
one. But we cannot ignore the effects of the networking part; therefore we try to reach a green
solution for this part as well to address all trends that affects Cloud energy consumption.
3.1 Data Centre Energy Efficiency
As we mentioned before data centres are the most energy consumers inside the Cloud
whereby they consume large amount of electrical power of Cloud, therefore decreasing energy
consumption of Cloud data centre leads to a more sustainable and energy efficient Cloud
computing. This chapter is an overview of effective approaches and aspects for energy
efficient data centres. It will cover IT equipment, cooling systems (chillers, pumps and fans),
air conditioning, power systems, and energy source. Energy consumption is classified into
two categories as IT and site infrastructure where total amount of energy consumed in each is
almost equal. Majority of energy consumed in site and IT infrastructure for cooling/air
systems and powering servers respectively. Lighting has a very minor impact on energy usage
compare to previous factors. [15]

Figure 3: Electrical components of data center (Inspired by Accenture [16])

3.1.1 IT Infrastructure
With regard to figure [3], around 50% of energy consumption is due to IT infrastructure,
therefore using energy efficient equipment for data centre has magnificent portion in reducing
power bill.[15]
Before explaining energy efficiency contributors for IT infrastructure we propose two unique
approaches acting a valuable role in energy efficiency of IT infrastructure in general and can
be applied to each participant or all of them:
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Virtualization
It is method of running several resources such as OS, storage, platform or services on a single
machine. It outcomes to fewer servers with the same processing performance and higher
utilization instead of multiple servers operating at lower utilization, the less servers we use the
less energy and cost we need. With virtualization we reduce space and power requirements.
Virtualization has some features such as consolidation, performance isolation and live
migration. [18, 32]
Virtualization technology would be described more in chapter 5.
Rightsizing
Right sizing IT infrastructure to the load leads to 50% decrement of energy consumption.
It regards allocating IT infrastructure to the demand as much as it is needed; in case of
additional IT demand more infrastructures will be provided. [18]
The IT infrastructure trend includes the following items: [15]
3.1.1.1 Servers
There are some techniques that can make servers more energy efficient:
Adaptable Fans
These fans can operate in a variable speed depending on amount of energy the servers need
due to their load.
Power Management
Most of data centers are suffering from energy wastage of underutilized or idle resources. The
objective is to make data centers and devices energy efficient. A technology applied to these
levels is advanced configuration and power interface (ACPI) which introduce two main power
states: active and inactive. In active mode the device adjust its power due to its performance
whereas in inactive mode the operation is ceased due to power demand. [30]
Active State
It is known as Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS).This feature allows processor
frequency or voltage to scale up or down dynamically to tune itself to load demand and
application requirement. When load is low, the processor clock speeds down to reduce energy
consumption and eventually less heat generation would occur. Scheduling policies can be
implemented in various levels: for each core inside server or individual servers inside data
centers.
Inactive State
It is known as Sleep/idle.It means suspending those components or circuits or device that is
not participating in operation in order to save energy waste.
ACPI has two aims: keeping equipment in inactive mode as long as possible and idling more
equipment. The first goal is accomplished by request batching that implies requests can be
bundled and be processed together when they reach a certain timeout threshold, extending the
idle time for device. Another is achieved by load accumulation. An ideal example of this is
server consolidation which workload is concentrated on active servers while shutting down
underutilized servers. Virtualization can perform server consolidation which supports resource
sharing while avoiding dealing with hardware layer.
There is a hybrid approach that combines the two power states to save energy like using
DVFS, server consolidation and request batching together.
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Multicore Processors
Replace a single core processor server with multicore one. It allows multi tasks to be handled
at a same time resulting in higher performance with the same power and cooling requirements
while providing faster processing.
Memory
Next generation of memory technology requiring less power to function contributes to
improving energy efficiency of servers. [19]
Consolidating IT Resources
Consolidating and sharing one resource such as power supply, memory, disk drive or CPU
instead of having several ones per server racks has a great energy reduction in data centre as
data centre uses fewer machines. In networks some devices are working underutilized, With
the help of this technology we can dismiss them from their duty and reroute the traffic from
those to one device and make it operate fully utilized so less equipment would be involved in
the operation that result in less power consumption. [29]
Blade Servers
Replace old servers with blade servers which consume about 10% less power than
conventional servers. Using blade servers along virtualization decrease cost and remove
necessity for facility expansion. [17]
3.1.1.2 Storage
The number of storage drives should be reasonable to prevent unnecessary energy usage. To
address this issue it is wise to consolidate storage into storage area networks (SAN) or
network attached storage (NAS) to transfer the data that is barely requested to offline status.
This concludes in less storage capacity and CPU requirement and consequently lower energy
and cooling demands. Transitioning to smaller hard drives and using new technologies such as
serial advanced technology attachment (SATA) along with other efficient technologies such
as storage virtualization and tiering can improve energy efficiency of storage disks. [19, 15
and 16]
3.1.1.3 Network
Growing Evolution of network equipment’s has influenced the energy consumption of data
centre through introducing new technologies such as wireless sensor network (WSN).
WSN [28]
It comprises propagated sensors to observe the environmental conditions such as temperature,
pollution, pressure, sound, motion or vibration and send through the network to central site.
For data centres they can use gathered information from WSNs to enhance the control and
monitoring inside data centre. Wireless sensors are cost effective as they don’t require any
excessive infrastructure to be implemented in data centre and while those are deployed
externally not like internal sensors the data received by them is more obvious and rarely
impacted by noise compared to internal ones. Some opportunities created by deploying WSNs
are as follows:
Setting the set point temperature, optimizing computer room air conditioner (CRAC) units
management, avoiding unnecessary humidification operation, promoting floor vent
management and rack/server sensing detection and improving installation isolation between
aisles. [20]
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Power over Ethernet
Delivering power over Ethernet is an effective sustainable alternative to minimize the power
consumption of server, routers and switches that leads to less environmental impact and more
financial saving. This technology stands for 802.3az IEEE standard. The target is to balance
the power according to utilization level of device depending of traffic volume. Power
management of equipment remotely like shutting down the night camera during day,
minimizing cable instalments as the data and power share the same cable and removing of
alternating current (AC) outlets are some advantages of using this technology inside site
infrastructure of data centres. [37]
3.1.2 Site Infrastructure
In data centres design has a great impact on power efficiency ratio whereby same data centres
having same equipment may have different energy consumption due to their district design.
Some factors affecting energy efficiency of data centres are listed below: [15]
3.1.2.1 Air Condition
Air management is an important consideration that must be taken into account in order to
reduce cost and improve energy efficiency. There are some strategies to promote the air flow
behaviour such as:
Cable Management
Wires and cables are really potential barriers against an optimal air flow. Removing unusable
cables and minimizing cabling have a tremendous effect on air circulation inside data centre.
Floor Layout
This approach corresponds to situating racks in parallel rows facing each other. In this pattern
cold air is inserted from floor to the front side of racks. Air flows from front to the back of
racks. Hot air produced by racks at the back is absorbed by ceiling so the circulation
procedure happens. Furthermore physical isolation exist above each rack linking rack to
ceiling to eliminate the impact of hot air on operation of data centre equipment.
Another option that affects energy consumption is installing vented floor tiles in a proper
location. There are two techniques for optimizing air conditioning. One is using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) that sets up the vents status to flow the air, the other is
where to put computer room air conditioning (CRAC) units. [18]

Figure 4: Air conditioning floor layout (Inspired by Interface Online [54])
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Optimize Supply and Return Air Configuration
Depending on the temperature produced by racks, well design data centre can recognize how
much cold air is required to chill the racks avoiding consuming unnecessary energy by fans.
3.1.2.2 Cooling
We provide IT equipment with power, they generate heat, heat can damage systems or lead to
operation failure, therefore heat must be removed by cooling. Some cooling techniques are
introduced:
Air Handler
Data Centers having central air systems are more utilized than equipping each room with
separate air systems. Centralization use larger fans and engines that are more energy efficient
and operate variably due to the room size.
High Efficiency Chilled Water System
Condenser water and pumping facilities should work depending on the operation condition at
the moment not for ever with their full capacity.
Free Cooling [21]
Air-side Economizer
Data center providers can save a lot of money by using cold outside air to cool the systems,
but they encounter some challenges to accomplish this, monitoring mechanisms dealing with
humidity and temperature of air inside and outside data center must be concerned. In addition,
pollution is another deploying subject that we have to pay attention. These mechanisms may
charge IT organizations more than their regular air system. It is recommended to locate data
centers in the northern side of the earth where the weather is colder.
Water-side Economizer
Evaporative cooling produced by cooling towers is to chill water for cooling data center, it
reduces the cost, and furthermore it has superiority over air side economizer as data center
providers will not worry about contamination and humidity any more.
Thermal Storage
During dry and cold nights cooling towers can take the opportunity to store some energy in
advance so that they use the saved energy in case of demand.
Thermal Management
This approach can be applied to either system or device. It will prevent overheating. Device
level corresponds to stopping the process when the workload is risky for device. An example
of system level is distribution of workload across data center equipment avoiding overheating
of any device [30]. This is achieved by using dynamic monitoring and controlling systems as
mentioned in 3.1.1.3.
Direct Liquid Cooling
It is accomplished by transferring waste heat to liquid as close as possible to the heat
production source rather than directing air into conditioning. This mechanism is more energy
efficient than air cooling.
Humidification
This technique uses the heat exhausted from systems or exiting in air for humidification. Heat
absorption from air results in cooling and consequently saving energy by reducing load on
cooling systems.
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Plumbing
Delivery of water cooling facilities in corporation with deploying mechanisms inside data
center can highly affect energy usage such as isolating water from wiring, flowing water in
direction of air to prevent air collision, establishing leak contamination and detection features
like drip pans to avoid operation degradation. [18]
Controls
It is an ability to dynamically adjust the air and cooling system operation speed depending on
load conditions such as variable air flowing fans.
3.1.2.3 Power Delivery
Some techniques exist in regard of power delivery and usage inside data centers lowering
energy consumption:
Uninterruptible Power Supply
Using efficient uninterruptable power supply (UPS) as an add-on device for a standard data
centre would have throughput up to more than 20% and decrease heat production. Feeding
UPS with higher voltage result in less loss of energy. UPS function is to stabilize and provide
backup power via its battery storage for data centers in case of power loss or voltage shortage.
UPS can use this reserved energy and supply uninterruptible power for data center for a
specific period of time depending on amount of energy it had saved before losing electric
power.
Power Distribution Units
The function of PDU is to deliver the AC power coming from UPS to data center equipment’s
such as servers in direct current (DC) mode depending on the voltage they need.
Demand Response
When demand for energy increases and we can’t guarantee more energy, reducing load is a
feasible response to that demand. Configuring data center to higher temperature degree as an
example of demand response will cause more energy saving.
Co-generation
It’s known as using power engines to produce heat and electricity simultaneously. Heat
utilized for running chilling towers while electricity is distributed for equipment.
3.1.2.4 Lighting
Lighting layout is an important perspective to save energy. By using energy efficient lamps
and placing them in a proper location, motion or timer based lighting can reduce heat
enormously. [18]
3.1.2.5 Renewable Energy Source
Data centers using sustainable energy like wind or solar as their energy resources to power
their facilities cause marvelous reduction in carbon footprint and cost. Thus locating them in
geographical areas which are enriched by natural resources is of great importance. [27]
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3.2 Energy Efficient Cloud Networking
Energy efficient Cloud networking is categorized into two parts: network equipment, service
delivery and transportation.
3.2.1 Network Equipment
There are five strategies to improve energy efficiency of networks: [22, 29]
 Equipment being able to reduce the power consumption when they are not in use, this
capability refers to idle or sleep state. It means that the device can lower the energy by
shutting down those components that are not in use not whole device. Even less than a
second would be useful in saving power because the communication is happening in
very high speed. Sleep or idle mode has the potential to be applied to different
equipment such as routers, switches, firewalls or servers.
 Equipment that can balance their rate according to workload, this is called rate
adaption. They can reduce energy consumption of network interfaces as a function of
load by lowering the link capacity.
 Improving signal processing technology or function of a core router. There are two
approaches to increase the energy efficiency of networks. First is to replace electronic
circuits with photonics one which increase the processing speed from 100 Gb/s to over
10 Tb/s. A debate proposed by researchers indicates that today using electronic
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) is much less power consumer
than photonic circuits. Therefore in case of heavy processing electronic circuits seem
to be the best current solution for core routers as photonic circuits show a slow
progress in this matter. Another approach is to reengineer the networks to reduce the
IP routers processing. It is done by interconnecting core routers via optical
communication systems including synchronous hierarchy/synchronous optical network
(SDH/SONET) protocol and wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) fiber links.
This technology would decrease the power consumption of routers.
 Using the most energy efficient telecommunication access network as it consumes a
large fraction of energy.
 Interface proxying refers to as delegation of network processing from CPUs to low
demanding energy processor embedded on the network interface cards (NIC) or
external devices. Large quantity of network traffic such as address resolution protocol
(ARP), internet control message protocol (ICMP) or dynamic host configuration
protocol (DHCP) processing needs a simple computation and response so that they can
be performed by network interface or external proxy device. A single machine can be
deployed to act as an external proxy in local area network (LAN). NIC proxying will
filter or handle the traffic itself and wake the whole system up only when it needs
more computation or processing. Therefore it will reduce energy with eliminating
unnecessary negotiation from the devices. This technique helps network equipment
stay in idle/sleep mode for longer period. In addition another approach is proposed to
extend this scope by equipping NIC with dedicated memory to deal with the traffic
with no interaction from user as much as possible like peer to peer application
(P2P),file transfer protocol ( FTP) downloads. External proxying is able to handle the
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traffic on behalf of several end devices when we route the traffic to those external low
power equipment to be processed.
3.2.2 Delivery and Transportation
There are different types in delivering a service via internet to customers which have
significant impact on power consumption as follows: [22]
Shared Service
It is a non-real time service such as email or web browsing provided for multiple users so that
they share a same bandwidth. This service can tolerate short delay that doesn’t influence
quality of service.
Dedicated Service
This service demands high quality of service as it is delay sensitive. It requires dedicated
bandwidth to avoid degradation. IP telephony, IPTV and video conferencing are entitled here.
Real Time Service
This kind of service is transmitted to users via multicast like radio and video on demand.
Cloud computing doesn’t correspond only to computational operation inside Cloud but also it
covers the transportation and delivery of on demand services to the customers. This trend has
been neglected from previous researches regarding Cloud computing energy efficiency. In this
section we analyse different types of access networks to the Cloud in terms of energy
efficiency which has a significant effect on energy consumption that need to be addressed.
Cloud service Transportation is performed via telecommunication networks. In this part we
will discuss about fixed line and wireless communication networks from energy consumption
perspective. Comparison between wired and wireless networks including PONs, FTTN, DSL,
PTP, WIMAX and UMTS in terms of energy usage will be presented to discover which
telecommunication network is the most appropriate from aspect of energy efficiency [23].
3.2.2.1 Telecommunication Networks
In this sector some range of wired access network technologies are introduced below along
with two figures for better understanding: [23]
DSL
Digital subscriber line is a broadband technology using the current telephone line as its
infrastructure to transmit voice and data over the same copper pair with higher speed
simultaneously. DSL has some variants in deployment such as ADSL, VDSL, HDSL, SDSL
and IDSL [24]. Each customer DSL modem connects to DSL access multiplexer (DSLAM) at
central office.
HFC
Hybrid fibre coaxial is a technology that combines optical fibre and coaxial cable. Data is
carried from operator to nodes near customers through optical fibre where optical signal is
converted to electrical one. Afterwards nodes distribute the modified signal to customers via
coaxial cables. This kind of network is capable of delivery of TV, telephony and internet
services.
PON
In passive optical network an optical line terminal is located at operator feeding one fibre
toward splitter where that multiples that to many connecting to optical network units (ONU)
at customer premises.
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FTTN
In fibre to the node concept a fibre connects switch at the provide site to DSLAM locating
close to customers cluster. Very high speed DSL (VDSL) or ADSL2+ link the customers to
the DSLAM.
PTP
In Point to point optical access networks topology a dedicated optical fibre is used to connect
each customer to main switch. Therefore highest speed is achieved in this access method. A
complementary device named optical media converter (OMC) for conversion between optical
and electrical is required at customer side.
WIMAX
Worldwide interoperability for microwave access provides wireless high speed data
transmission and mobility access. Users use their wireless modems to connect to the base
station. Connection between base station and provider switch occurs in two ways as through
fibre or point to point wireless backhauls. Here we are involved in first option. The area
covered by base station is referred to as a cell. By deploying several sectors inside cell via
using directional antennas per sector, each customer can experience more bandwidth as it is
shared among all customers within cell.
UMTS [25]
Universal mobile telecommunication system is a cellular network based on GSM. Being third
generation of mobile technology, it provides high speed access like WIMAX .Users connects
to base station via modems wirelessly whereas base station is connected to operator switch via
fibre. UMTS facilitate mobile users to reach mobile users from another network in
combination with PSTN and internet. UMTS has some variants such as high speed downlink
packet access(HSDPA), high speed uplink packet access(HSUPA) and high speed packet
access(HSPA+) exist in case of optimizing upstream and downstream links.

Figure 5: Telecommunication access networks (Inspired by [23])
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3.2.2.2 Energy Consumption
Fig.6 [26] shows the various sections of ICT in terms of power consumption. It is concluded
that around 50% is related to telecommunication networks including wired and wireless
networks. Wired and wireless communication networks differ in power consuming. In wired
networks more than 70% of power is consumed in user premises whereas 30% occurs in
operator side. In regard to wireless networks power distribution alters as only 10% of power is
due to mobile user and 90% of power consumption happens by operator. Wired networks
power wastages mostly incur in cables, broadband access, data centres and switching/routing.
On the other hand wireless networks high power usage is due to base stations where the most
energy consumers are the cooling infrastructure, AC/DC conversion units, power amplifiers
and radio frequency (RF) feeders. [26, 23]

Figure 6: ICT energy consumption (Inspired by Telfor [26])

Concerning all mentioned access networks technologies we assume that they are working in a
fully utilized manner. In accordance with figure [8] that illustrates the power consumption of
a user as a function of access rate, we can drive comparison among network access
technologies from the energy efficiency point of view. When access rate is one megabit all
five wired networks are not utilized. WIMAX and UMTS can handle large quantity of
customers which drive high power efficiency. But when access rate increases from one to ten
megabits, wireless networks are not able to cope with the same number of customers as
before. Therefore they require more resources to meet the customer demands which result in
more energy usage. Wired networks are more energy efficient at the rate of ten megabits and
above as their power requirements growth is dramatically slower than wireless networks. As it
is shown, PON and PtP are the most energy efficient types of networks in specific range of
access rates. Another trend toward energy consumption prospective can be taken into
consideration. This approach implies which network access is more sustainable trough years
in future. As it is demonstrated in figure [7], the wireless networks still tend to be the most
energy consumer networks. DSL, HFC, and FTTN stop before 2020 as they seemed that they
don’t have potential to support the future demands. The PON and PTP continue to be the best
choices for transportation and service delivery. Modems or ONUs consume more than 65
percent in ADSL, HFC, PON, and FTTN access methods. Some techniques appear to have
ability to improve energy efficiency of these devices such as automated sleeping in time that
there is no need to access or micro sleep when device is not active for less than a second
.[23,26]
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PtP

Figure 8: Energy consumption of network access 1 (Inspired by [23])

WIMAX

PtP

Figure 7: Energy consumption of network access 2 (Inspired by [23])
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4

Virtualization

As we mentioned before, virtualization is a key factor for Cloud computing to attain
sustainability from the cost and energy efficiency point of view. According to definition of
virtualization this technology significantly reduces the number of working computers by
emulating them to perform inside one physical computer via software implementation
therefore the result comes up with less emitting carbon footprint and energy costs. [40]
Virtualization can be applied to both traditional and Cloud data centers. In traditional data
centers based on your policy and demand you may use virtualization or not, but for Cloud
computing virtualization is of high significance in energy efficiency, thus it is strongly
recommended using that. Every component of IT can be virtualized including servers,
desktops, applications, management probes, input/output (I/O), LAN, switches and routers,
storage, wan optimization controllers (WOCs), application delivery controllers (ADCs) and
firewalls. Here we will explain three main forms of virtualization: server, desktop and
appliances. As there is a relationship among them, we focus on server virtualization because it
would be the most important form of them. A reason for deploying this sort of virtualization is
cost savings, moving and provisioning virtual machines (VMs) dynamically among physical
servers. [39]
Virtualization is the one of the most effective ways toward energy efficiency .We focus on
that in our experiments as an energy efficient approach.
Virtual Machine
It is a software implementation of a computer that condenses the hardware resources so that
more than one operating system can run on a computer at a same time. Each operating system
runs in own virtual machine. Resources like hard disk, memory processor and so on are
assigned to each virtual machine in logical samples. [40]
4.1 Benefits of Virtualization
Virtualization has three business benefits which are: reducing total cost, increasing
availability and agility encouraging IT organizations to use this feature inside Cloud
computing environment [40, 41].
Cost Reduction is achieved in these ways:
Reducing Power and Space Requirement:
It involves reducing physical computers which applications and services are running on. This
means that we need less power for servers and cooling. Space required to locate the servers
would be less.
Accelerating Server Provisioning and Consolidation:
It consolidates several servers on one server and provision resources much faster and easier.
For example instead of having four servers offering four different services, we can use one
server delivering the same services. In this case we use resources more efficiently than before.
Eliminating Application Incompatibility Issue:
It provides the suitable environment on a single machine to run different applications and
operating systems regardless of their need to run on individual machines without affecting
each other.
Rapid Return on Investment:
After investing virtualization, you would be paid back in less than a six month.
Availability accomplished in following ways:
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Simplifying Backup and Recovery:
Virtualization eases the backup and recovery operation so that we can minimize service
abruption and make it more reliable.
Enhancing Business Continuity:
It is based on the fact that every virtual machine is isolated so that in case of errors or crashes
it would not influence other virtual machines. In addition, we can make an image of virtual
machine in specified times in order to restore that to the point we need in case of failure.
Therefore it helps resuming the operation as soon as possible.
Enabling Dynamic Provisioning:
It is about sharing a physical storage among different virtual machines. Adding or removing
storage corresponds to needs. This feature help underutilized storages to consolidate. In
addition it prevents overloading the storages.
Enhancing Security:
There are two advantages of virtualization regarding security. First as each user is only has
interaction with its dedicated virtual machine. Thus he has no access to the other ones. Second
if a virtual machine is affected by virus or other network attacks it would be mitigated inside
that VM avoiding spreading out to other VMs.
The last benefit is Agility that fulfilled in these ways:
Providing a Logical IT Infrastructure:
It is the way we look at the IT infrastructure such as hardware, software, storage, networks,
and data as different layers. The consequence obtained is simplification of provisioning,
troubleshooting and management of systems. From another perspective consolidating servers
facilitate the monitoring and management on a single server.
Facilitating Self-managing Dynamic Systems:
The more agile the IT infrastructure is the more dynamically it processes and respond.
Portability:
Because of Storing virtual machine data on files inside physical server, data can be easily
transferred to another one.
VM Migration [10]
As one of the best features and capabilities of virtualization, VM migration ensures the
availability of applications. In case of maintenance or troubleshooting, Systems need to be
shut down for a while. By VM migration we can move the virtual machine running several
operating systems and applications to another physical server without interrupting the
application operation. To increase the uptime of application it is rather to use live migration
that occurs while VM is running on server and continue the operation on the target system.
VM migration must happen in the following conditions: [42]
1. Resource utilization reaches the approximately 100 percent that is risky to Service level
agreement.
2. Resource is underutilized therefore VM should migrate to another server and the inefficient
server goes down.
3. VM has a massive communication with VM working on the other server.
4. The VM temperature overpasses the threshold because of workload so that it should
migrate to another server to let overheated server to chill.
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By looking at the above conditions it is derived that VM migration has another advantages in
addition to providing availability which are cost reduction by turning off the underutilized
servers and satisfying a pre-defined performance.
Here are some advantages that VM migration brings to Cloud computing:
Elasticity and Scalability:
Turning on and off the VMs requires less actions compared to the same on the physical
servers.
Workload Migration:
With the use of live migration moving workload to other servers is much easier than across
physical servers.
Resiliency:
This technique provides a safe shield for user services against the server failures.
4.2 Types of Virtualization
Even though there are different types of virtualizations which are executed, two common
types: server and storage virtualization are widely applied in data centers. [38]
Desktop Virtualization
It is classified into two forms: server-side application/desktop virtualization and client-side
application/desktop virtualization. On server side, client accesses application or desktop on a
remote server. There are two types of server side virtualization as follows:
Server based computing (SBC) and Virtual Desktop infrastructure (VDI).
On client side virtualization applications would be handed over to client on demand from
remote server. Desktop virtualization requires a certain QOS to meet the client demands and
can be fulfilled by means of WAN optimization.
Appliance Virtualization
It is appliance software running in a VM that can contain ADC, WOC or firewalls. One
Advantage of virtual appliance is caused by the fact that having software based appliance is
more cost effective than hardware based one with same functionality. Furthermore software
appliance provides more availability without needing to buy more hardware. Another
advantage is that it leverages the networking actions in case of VMs migration. There must be
a dynamic synergy between virtual server and appliance.
Server Virtualization
Virtual server allows consolidation in such a way that several VMs share the same physical
server to run instead of having their own server that leads to less cost in terms of hardware,
management for site infrastructure facilities and space. Provision of VMs address the clients
demands for additional resources urgently while VMs migration corresponds to guaranteeing
the availability of services. [39]
There are three types of server virtualization: hardware, operating system and Paravirtualization. [38]
Operating System Virtualization:
In this type an operating system creates environments for some users, acting like containers
where each application feels it has its dedicated operating system. Application can only
interact with its own operating system and applications running upon that. This trend is so
useful for web hosting as we offer the same services to users via different operating systems
on a single machine like Facebook. This kind of virtualization has little overhead, so
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applications are guaranteed to access the resources. The pitfall of this type is that as single
operating system is used so it cannot run different types of applications due to their various
demands in terms of patch level or version of operating system.
Hardware Emulation:
This type of server virtualization means applications run on multiple operating systems as
each of those are completely separated per virtual machine monitor (VMM). VMM
accommodates on the virtualization hypervisor. Operating systems can be from different
vendors or having different versions or other characteristics. This approach concerns the
virtualization software like hypervisor that emulates hardware to run operating systems on
that hardware. This is called virtual machine monitor or VMM. The pros of this method
indicates that different operating systems run parallel so it is beneficial for test and deploying
software in distinct environments. Server consolidation is a subject related to this technique
where a single server undergoes the charge of multiple servers’ operating systems.
Applications running on the virtual system are slower than on the physical system.
Furthermore, another drawback referred to device drivers that hypervisor must contain to
access the resources. If user wants to have a new device driver it would not be possible,
therefore hypervisor which has no driver for that device cannot run upon the machine.
Companies offering this kind of virtualization are Microsoft with the hyper-v component
which is part of windows server 2008 and VMware including two forms: VMware server and
ESX server. XEN is the other technology performing hardware emulation which is open
source. Another well-known platform for hardware virtualization is kernel based virtual
machine (KVM), which is a Linux operating system solution [43].
Para-virtualization:
This concept is the same as hardware emulation but the difference is that it would allow only
one operating system to access physical resources at a moment. It has two advantages. First is
that it put less overhead on performance compared to whole hardware emulation. The second
one is to take benefits of capabilities of physical hardware in the server instead of using
drivers which exist inside virtualization software. The important disadvantage of this
approach is that the operating systems acquire to be modified in order to access the underlying
resources thus they should be open source like Linux. Xensource Company offers Xen as a
pioneer example of Para-virtualization. Xen is also found in Linux distributions such as
Debian, Ubuntu, and Red Hat. In the experiment part we use Xen as server virtualization
technology to reach energy efficiency goal.
Figure 9 shows the virtualization architecture as different layers: the lowest layer is physical
resources, second layer from down is VMM while next one operating system. The highest
layer is application.

Figure 9: Virtualization architecture
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Storage Virtualization:
Today IT encounters two problems: many applications produce a lot of data that cannot be
maintained on a single server due to capacity shortage. Another problem as applications are
growing to be more and more internet based, multiple users would access the same data at a
same time so it would cause some traffic stuck in the server. For these reasons date should be
virtualized to avoid access dilemmas and improve the data management along with reducing
cost.
Virtual Machine Monitor & Energy Efficiency
As mentioned before, VMM lays between VMs and physical resources in order to manage
and handle the resource allocation. VMM can participate in energy efficiency of Cloud
computing in two ways: [44]
 It can act as an energy aware operating system and apply energy saving techniques
such as DVFS to the components by observing the performance behavior of system.
 It can leverage a specific policy of energy management or enforce a power limitation
across VMs.
There is an important issue dealing with virtualization, Although it is a software technology,
while eliminating some servers and migrating operating systems to virtual machines would
make those target servers much more significant as each of them is hosting many virtual
machines corresponding to a big population therefore losing one of them would be an
enormous problem that must be taken into consideration. [38]
It must be concerned that however virtualization is not requisite for Cloud computing, but
whenever this technology is applied it would supply Cloud computing with flexibility and
high degree of energy efficiency. [10]
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5 Energy Efficiency Approaches for Cloud Data Centres
This chapter talks about the energy efficient approaches for Cloud data centres at different
levels with emphasize on data centre level.
First of all, we need to have a comparison between traditional data centre and Cloud data
centre to clarify whether it is beneficial to transit computing to a Cloud environment or not
[55,56].

Traditional data center

Cloud data center

Multiple application

Few application

Complex and mixed workload

Single workload

Multiple management tools

Standard management tools

Frequent maintenance

Little maintenance

Multiple software architecture

Service oriented software architecture

Heterogeneous hardware environment

Homogenous hardware environment

Limited capacity

Unlimited capacity

Full control surveillance

Partial control surveillance

Proprietary and customizable

Standard infrastructure

Restricted scale

Economy of scale

Most secure

Secure

Dedicated

Shared

Table 1: Traditional VS Cloud data center







Traditional data center runs Thousands of different applications whereas Cloud data
center does just by a few ones. It can be even one application running in data center
like Facebook.
Traditional data center is designed for complex and combined workload. On the other
hand Cloud data center is operational for single workloads. But when a workload
becomes optimized Cloud data center acts more efficiently and economically.
Traditional data center uses multiple management tools as monitoring, testing or
measuring services whereas Cloud data center has standard one.
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Traditional data center requires frequent maintenance such as software patching and
updating, back up and system support. As opposed in Cloud data center service
provider takes care of maintenance.
Traditional data center holds several software architectures to offer different types of
requests whereas Cloud data center uses single service oriented one to deliver every
kind of request such as storage, software or network as a service.
Traditional data center has heterogeneous hardware environment. In contrast Cloud
data center uses homogenous hardware environment. It means it aggregates
homogeneous resources to make them available to customers quicker than traditional
data center can.
Traditional data center suffer from limited capacity while Cloud data center is almost
unlimited.
Traditional data center is dedicated to single enterprise. In contradictory Cloud data
centers is shared across multiple enterprises.
Traditional data center can be mostly secure but Cloud data center is lacking from the
top level of security.
Traditional data center is fully controlled under enterprise surveillance nevertheless
enterprises have partial control over Cloud data center.
Traditional data center is proprietary and can be customized. Adversely Cloud data
center is almost using standardized infrastructure.
Traditional data center doesn’t have economy of scale in case of enterprise expansion
whereas Cloud data center has economy of scale when the number of enterprises
increases.

It is quite clear that moving to the Cloud data centers is more cost effective and utilized than
traditional one. It is simpler to organize and operate Cloud data centers. They are scalable as
you gain lower cost per user if you expand Cloud data center.
There are many approaches regarding energy efficiency of Cloud datacentre at different levels
such as hardware, operating system and data centre. Data centre level is the most important
one and as a matter of fact addressing challenges about energy efficiency in this level sounds
to be more complicated and comprehensive covering the other levels. [44]
Cloud computing gains energy efficiency naturally in following ways: [44]






Scalability is economical due to redundancies removal.
It enhances resource utilization.
VMs can migrate to location having cheaper energy.
Resources allocation is elastic depending on requirement.
Cloud provider has efficient resource management.

In this part we try to survey some researches done on the operating system and data centre
level of Cloud computing noticing that hardware level was discussed previously as DVFS and
ACPI and sleep/standby modes.
First we deal with operating system level and introduce some projects proposed as power
management solutions in this level: [44]
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The Ondemand Governor
OS adjusts the frequency and voltage based on the performance requirements by monitoring
the CPU utilization level. It uses DVFS and the goal is minimizing power consumption and
keeping good performance.
ECOsystem
The system calculates the required power. Then distribute that to applications according to
their priorities. Afterwards application consumes the power by resource utilization and
throttling method. The goal is reaching to battery lifetime on mobile systems.
Nemesis OS
In case of excess of threshold by applications in regard to their energy consumption, they
must set their operation according to received signal from OS. Resource throttling is used here
and the goal is getting to battery lifetime on mobile systems.
GRACE
Global, per application and internal are three levels of adaption which are coordinated to
ensure effectiveness. Resource throttling and DVFS are used here and the goal is minimizing
power and having acceptable performance.
Linux/RK
The system automatically chooses a unique DVFS out of four depending on the different
system characteristics. DVFS is used as technique and the goal is minimizing power
consumption and meeting good performance.
Coda and Odyssey
Coda signal application adaption via distributing a file to them whereas Odyssey does it
allowing regulating the resource. Resource throttling is used here and the goal is minimizing
energy consumption and application data degradation allowance.
PowerNap
It Leverages short sleep modes to utilize resources by using dynamically deactivating
components of system. The goal is minimizing power consumption and satisfying
performance.
Having presented the operating system approaches for energy efficiency, now we introduce
power management approaches at data centre level comprising two parts: projects that are
based on virtualized data centre and those at which non virtualized data centres use them [44].
At last a Green Cloud architecture [8, 32] that seemed to be the most appropriate approach in
terms of all aspects of sustainability would be discussed in details. Furthermore the reasons of
why this approach surpasses the other ones would be explained.
Cloud Balancing [35]
It refers to a concept based on the global application delivery technology which can optimize
performance, availability and cost control. Cloud balancing route, redirect, split requests
across multiple application controllers located in the Cloud data centers belonging to different
Cloud providers. It can make decision based on myriad criteria such as user location, specific
SLA, data center capacity, application response time, daytime, cost of application delivery
and execution associated to each request and so on. Therefore depending on efficient criteria
any Cloud provider can serve the request. Cloud balancing is the evolution of global server
load balancing with enhanced features transitioning from typical routing to content aware
distribution across Cloud environment. Decisions are made by context aware global
application delivery infrastructure.
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The goal of Cloud balancing is to deliver application to a user with use of least resources that
make it more energy efficient along with minimizing cost by ultimate agility. This goal is
fulfilled through collaboration of local load balancing and global application delivery across
data centers. Cloud balancing can be used in both virtualized and non-virtualized Cloud data
centers.
In the experiment part we use Cloud balancing as an energy efficient technique.
5.1 Energy Efficient Approaches for None Virtualized Cloud Data Centres
Load Balancing and Unbalancing for Power and Performance in Cluster-Based System
The system keeps in mind acceptable performance; load monitoring is performed in specified
intervals to shut down or on a system in order to achieve power consumption. Server power
switching technique is used. The goal is minimizing power consumption and performance
degradation.
Managing Energy and Server Resources in Hosting Centres
It concerns economy as system regulates the cost of a resource and usefulness of assigning
that to a service to maximize profit. Recourses are marked by services from volume and
quality point of view. There would be some servers elected to handle the service. Workload
consolidation and server power switching is used as energy efficiency technique. The goal is
minimizing power consumption and performance degradation.
Energy Efficient Server Clusters
The system predicts the amount of frequency needed to meet the reasonable response time.
Afterwards it sub divides that to minor frequencies allocated to the number of nodes. Here a
threshold determines when to turn on or off the nodes. Dynamic voltage frequency scaling
and server power switching is used for this project. The goal is minimizing power
consumption and meeting performance.
Energy aware Consolidation for Cloud Computing
Server’s workload distribution is by means of heuristic for bin packing. If a request cannot
serve, using the same heuristic another server powers on to handle the allocated requests. This
Project uses server power switching and consolidation. The goal is minimizing power
consumption and meeting performance.
Hint: bin packing is a kind of problem in which certain number of bins of capacity contains
objects of various volumes. [57]
Optimal Power Allocation in Server Farms
This approach estimates the average response time as a function of power to frequency and
etc. Besides it can define the power requirement for functions optimally. DVFS is used and
the goal is to allocate all power budgets to lower the average response time.
Environment-Conscious Scheduling of HPC Applications
It corresponds to scheduling high performance computing applications by using five heuristics
across Cloud data centers located in different geographically areas. DVFS and leveraging of
data centers distribution are meant to be power saving technique. The objectives of this
project are minimizing CO2 emission and energy usage along maximizing revenue.
5.2 Energy Efficient Approaches for Virtualized Cloud Data Centres
VirtualPower: Coordinated Power Management in Virtualized Enterprise Systems
Power management is being executed in two levels. At First level local policies for power
management of VMs on physical server run whereas global policies are performed at the
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second level to coordinate the same responsibility among several physical servers, hence it
should be aware of attributes and needs of racks. VM consolidation, DFVS, soft scaling,
server power switching are techniques to save power. The goal of this approach is to minimize
power usage while having expected performance.
Hint: soft scaling is hardware scaling emulation that uses the VMM scheduling ability to make
VM have less time to utilize the resource.
Coordinated Multi-level Power Management for the Data Center
It is based on different power management trends treating dynamically across nodes to
allocate power according to power budget. Server power switching, DVFS and VM
consolidation are technologies helping this project. The goal is to meet power budget while
considering performance and minimizing energy consumption.
Power and Performance Management of Virtualized Computing Environments via Limited
Look ahead Control
Every application status is preserved and predicted via simulation learning basic called limited
look ahead control (LLC) using kalman filter. Server power switching, DVFS and VM
consolidation are technologies used here. The goal is to meet power budget while considering
performance and minimizing energy consumption.
Resource Allocation using Virtual Clusters
This research uses bin packing method to arrange request requirement for resources from
most demanding to the least one. Resource throttling is its required technique in this project.
Performance satisfaction and maximizing resource utilization are the goals.
Hint: Resource throttling is regulation of resources by means of algorithms.
Multi-Tiered On-Demand Resource Scheduling for VM-Based Data Centre
It happens in three scheduling levels: distributing requests across VMs at the application
scheduler, depending on VMs priorities resources are allocated to VMs on a physical server at
the local scheduler. Global level scheduler controls the flow of resource for applications. It
uses resource throttling as energy saving method. Maximizing resource utilization and
fulfilling acceptable performance are its goals.
Shares and Utilities based Power Consolidation in Virtualized Server Environments
Based upon a fact that quantity of resources allocated to a VM is specified and by use of a
sharing technique the resources are distributed among VMs by Hypervisor. DFVS and soft
scaling are energy efficient mechanisms and the goal is minimizing power consumption and
meeting performance.
PMapper: Power and Migration Cost Aware Application Placement in Virtualized Systems
Three managers cooperate here, performance manager observes applications status and
depending on SLA and resource requirements change the size of VMs. Migration manager is
in charge of VMs live migration while power manager is responsible for DVFS and power
states adjustment. Besides arbitrator decide for VMs migration and relocation of them. Server
power switching, VM consolidation and DVFS are useful techniques here.
Resource Pool Management: Reactive Versus Proactive
Workload placement controller optimizes Proactive global whereas reactive adaption occurs
using migration controller. VM consolidation and server power switching are used methods.
The aim is minimizing power consumption and satisfying performance.
GreenCloud: Energy Efficient and SLA-based Management of Cloud Resources
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In regard to satisfying the determined quality of service, the project provisions resources using
scheduling real time VMs and DVFS. DVFS and leveraging heterogeneity Cloud data center
are beneficial techniques here. The goal is minimizing power consumption and satisfying
performance. [47]
Green Open Cloud: an Energy-aware framework for Clouds [45, 46]
It works based on advanced reservation facility. This approach accumulates resource requests
using negotiations to users and green offering to them thereby idle servers can turn off.
Resources are monitored by energy sensors to help resource allocation efficiently. Server
power switching and VM consolidation are used here. The goal is minimizing power
consumption without degrading performance.
It was forecasted that virtualized data centre approaches respond better rather than nonvirtualized projects as they use one of the most energy efficient factors which is virtualization
that uses server consolidation, resource provisioning and VM migration in addition to server
power switching and DVFS to minimize power while satisfying performance .
The last but foremost project is Green Cloud architecture which is as follows: [8, 32]
5.2.1 Green Cloud Architecture
All efforts like VM migration and consolidation, load balancing, site infrastructure
improvement have been focusing on data centers as the foremost part of Cloud computing to
reduce the energy consumption. Although minimizing energy usage is mostly beneficial, it
does not guarantee the decrement in energy emissions for sure. For example using cheaper
source of energy like coal would pollute the environment more than before. Therefore a green
carbon aware architecture is proposed to reduce the carbon footprint of Cloud computing with
preserving quality of service such as response time. This research is contributed in two parts:
CO2 aware architecture and carbon and cost efficient policies for scheduling application
workload across data centers like (CEGP) with lower CO2 emissions and more energy
efficiency with the minimum deadline.
This architecture is energy efficient from user and Cloud provider perspective. Some
researches presented before like GreenCloud architecture [33, 47] with the goal to lower
energy consumption of vitalized data center by using VM migration and placement or Green
open Cloud(GOC) solution proposed by [ 45, 46] designed for future data centers supporting
advanced reservation by consolidating workload are energy efficient but not certainly reduces
of CO2 emissions. It means that energy efficiency is not always even to carbon efficiency.
Another approach proposed by [34] considers the minimizing energy emission and
maximizing cost simultaneously for non-virtualized data center. [48] Propose the same but
with capping brown energy consumption as method to save energy.
Here we talk about a framework that minimize carbon footprint as a whole considering all
service models along with a carbon aware policy for Iaas providers.
Figure [10] shows the green Cloud architecture which can meet the environment sustainability
approach form user and provider point of view. It includes following elements:
1. Third party: green offer directory listing green Cloud services and carbon emission
directory lists energy efficiency information of those services.
2. User: green broker accepts Cloud request containing Saas, Iaas or Paas and selects the
greenest Cloud provider.
3. Provider: green middleware which makes the operation inside Cloud least carbon emission
generated. These components may differ based on the kind of service model.
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Figure 10: Green Cloud architecture (Inspired by [32])

Cloud providers enroll their services encompassing information such as type of service, price
and time of day which are at the least energy emission level in green offer directory in form of
green offers accessible by Green Broker. Information regarding energy efficiency of services
consisting of power usage effectiveness(PUE), cooling efficiency of data centers, network
cost and emissions is kept in the carbon emission directory. Therefore green broker can access
energy factors of services from this directory. Green broker is responsible to hand in Cloud
services to the users along with scheduling applications to lease to users like typical Cloud
Broker. First layer of green Broker includes dealing with Cloud service requests that need to
be analyzed and their QOS requirement be specified. In second layer information retrieved
from carbon emission directory and green offer directory concerning energy emissions of
requested services and green offers would be used to calculate the cost and carbon footprint of
leasing services. Afterwards green policies decide about delivering services based on these
calculations. Other green offers are likely to be offered by Cloud to users when there is no
match to the request.in this trend when no match found on public Clouds the private Cloud
would be chosen by green Broker to serve the request as the topology corresponds to hybrid
Cloud where it can use any types of Cloud. Type of service user requires, specifies the amount
of carbon footprint, and would be the sum of CO2 emission generated for transmission and
service processing at data center.
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Hint: PUE is a metric to measure the energy efficiency of data center and is defined as
follows: [59]
PUE = Total Facility Power/IT Equipment Power.
In order to have full aware Cloud computing, middleware green deployment must be
considered within different service models as follows:
Saas: Saas providers mostly serve their own software or lease them from Iaas providers. So it
is essential to have power capping technology to restrict this kind of service by users as it is
realized reasonable in situations where users are oblivious against environment sustainability
such as social networking and game applications. Saas providers can have green data centers
offering green software services.
Hint: Power capping refers to limiting power used by a server. [58]
Paas: Platform services are delivered for application deployment and operation. Therefore
necessity to some energy efficient components such as green compiler and CO2 emission
measure tools for users to monitor the greenery of their applications should be considered.
Iaas: This service supports other services (Saas and Paas) in addition to its current task which
is providing the infrastructure as a service for Cloud users. Thus Iaas plays a significant role
in the green Cloud architecture. Cloud providers use the up to date technologies like
virtualization, with features like consolidation, live migration, and performance isolation for
data centers to have the most energy efficient infrastructure. Environmental sensors are
responsible to calculate the energy efficiency of data centers. This information is maintained
in the carbon emission directory. Green resource provisioning policies and Scheduling are
useful in energy consumption. Furthermore Cloud providers can motivate users by green
offers to use services in off-peak hours while data centers working at higher rate of energy
efficiency.
Scheduling Policies [8, 34, 48]
Sustainability covers two aspects: minimizing carbon footprint and cost and maximizing
profit. The following policies come up to fulfill the mentioned aspects depending on the main
objective of Cloud provider:
Carbon Efficient Green Policy (CEGP)
This policy is related to Iaas Cloud providers. It finds the data center with the least carbon
footprint at each period, and then VMs perform the job. Green Broker gets the best Cloud
provider in terms of least carbon emissions from carbon emission directory. QOS of job is
specified in different trends such as number of CPUs to run the job, deadline and execution
time of job at certain frequency. CEGP sorts the jobs according to their deadline then it would
sort data centers based on carbon footprint. CEGP allocate jobs to data centers in Greedy way
to decrease the carbon emissions. Afterwards, jobs are dispatched to VMs according to their
ordering.
There are other policies specially used in non-virtualized version of mention architecture:
Minimizing CO2
Greedy Minimum Carbon Emission (GMCE)
Applications are sorted earliest first (deadline based) whereas data centers located in different
regions are treated descending due to their carbon efficiency. Scheduler dispatches
applications to data centers based on this ordering.
Minimum Carbon Emission Minimum Carbon Emission (MCE-MCE)
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In this policy after the scheduler finds the best data centers for whole applications, it would
select the most suitable pairs of data center/application in terms of least carbon emissions to
map first.
Maximizing Profit
Greedy Maximum profit (GMP)
Applications are ordered by deadline while Cloud sites by the electricity cost. Scheduler maps
the applications to most profitable Cloud site according to this ordering.
Maximum Profit Maximum Profit (MP–MP)
In this policy after the scheduler finds the best data centers for whole applications, it would
select the most suitable pairs of data center/application in terms of least cost to map first.
Minimizing Carbon Emission and Maximizing Profit (MCE-MP)
This policy tries to obtain a trade-off between cost and environment CO2 reduction to reduce
electricity expenses and carbon emissions parallel. It works like MCE-MCE.
It is notable to mention that this green Cloud architecture uses DVFS before scheduling
technique decide to allocate applications to Cloud sites.
There are some outcomes from comparison between Green policies which are CEGP, GMCE,
MCE-MP and MCE-MCE and profit oriented policies consisting MP_MP and GMP:
 Carbon footprint reduction is 20 % more by Green policies compared to profit oriented
policies.
 User patience to execute the application has great effect on reducing carbon emission
if they are motivated by Cloud green offers to use their required service at off peak
hours when data centers are working at higher rate of energy efficiency.
 Green policies have negligible effect on profit so Cloud provider and user can both
gain profit.
Thus using Green policies sounds more reasonable to apply as scheduling policies instead of
profit oriented ones.
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6 Analysis Method and Experiment Setup
So far we tried to address the most important issues related to sustainability of Cloud
computing and all its belongings in terms of cost and energy efficiency and environment
effects. Now it is time to give a deeper and more tangible understanding of Cloud computing
environment, in implementation section we model and analyse the well-known world spread
large scale Cloud based application Facebook under various deployment models to study the
behaviours of that concerning energy and cost and performance. We have a brief introduction
of simulation software followed by characteristics and capabilities.
6.1 CloudAnalyst
Invent of Cloud computing opened a new opportunities for Cloud providers to deploy and
develop their applications specially in large scale ones like social networking on Cloud to use
the benefits such as increasing performance, reducing cost and energy consumption. But there
are some issues affecting these three goals like distribution of user bases, internet
characteristics within different geographic regions, the policy of Cloud handling the resources
to allocate to user and within and across different data centres using virtual machines.
Studying the behaviour of Cloud environment in real world is extremely complicated
therefore the best solution is to do it in virtual manner by simulation. There are some toolkits
to model and simulate Cloud environment like CloudSim, Gridsim and SimJava, but none of
them but CloudAnalyst takes advantage of visual feature not tackling with programming
troubles. We can modify and change the parameters easily and quickly, leading to better
performance and precision. CloudAnalyst is based on CloudSim toolkit and developed using
java platform. [49, 50]
There are more benefits for this tool mentioned below: [49, 50]
Easy to Use:
User interface is friendly to use so we can initialize and run the simulation easily.
High Level of Flexibility and Configurability for a Simulation
Internet applications are complicated and require many parameters to be defined, therefore it
is good to initialize and modify those and repeat the simulations to get to more accurate result.
Visual Output
You know the effect of a vision is several times more valuable than words. Statistics
concluded from simulation are preferred to be in forms of tables and charts to be more
effective.
Repetition Ability
It is a requisite for simulation software to produce the similar output when we repeat that with
the same input under same condition in order to be trustworthy.
It is also useful to be able to save output and input in a file.
Easy to Extend
It supports ability to extend to meet the future requirements and parameters of complex
internet applications.
CloudAnalyst consisting of following components and responsibilities:
GUI Package:
Graphical user interface offered to users is easy to configure and repeat the simulation in an
accurate and efficient manner. Number of VMs and their specifications, user bases and their
characteristics such as number of users, peak and off peak hours, traffic generation frequency,
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internet parameters such as bandwidth and latency, hardware specifications of servers,
grouping factors for requests coming from user bases and assigned to VMs in data centres.
User Base:
This concept represents a group of users acting as a single entity that generates traffic for
simulation.
Internet
This feature is responsible to model internet and traffic routing in smaller scale considering
delay and bandwidth between regions.
Region
CloudAnalyst divides the world into 6 regions corresponding to each continent to simulate the
real world application behaviour.
Internet Cloudlet
It is regarded to a group of internet requests as a single one bearing information like size of
input and output files, size of request, source and destination ID used for routing via internet
and number of requests.
Datacentre Controller
It is the most important component of CloudAnalyst. Each datacentre has a controller that
manages VMs, load balances traffic and routes requests to them via internet.
VM Load Balancer
It determines which VMs should take charge of serving the CloudLet according to three
policies:
Round robin load balancer: it uses round robin algorithm to assign CloudLet to VMs.
Active monitoring load balancer: this policy tries to allocate the equal requests to each VM
maintaining them in a similar condition for processing.
Throttled load balancer: it allocates the certain amount of CloudLets to a VM at a time. In
case facing more CloudLets, they should wait until Any VM is available.
Cloud Application Service Broker
It decides which datacentre should serve the requests from user bases. Here there are two
practical types of routing policies to control traffic via Broker:
Service proximity based routing: the traffic is routed to the closest datacentre from user base
in terms of latency by service broker.
Performance optimizing routing: in this policy the service broker observe the performance of
all data centres and would select the best one from the response time perspective to handle the
requests. In addition this policy shares the load from heavy loaded data centre that occurs at
peak hours to the lesser loaded ones.
Related Work
A previous work conducted on Facebook [49, 50] assessed the cost and performance aspects
of datacentres in terms of VMs and data transfer cost, response and processing times. Here we
have expanded the scenarios with different population distribution according to the latest
statistics of Facebook around the world which indicates that Europe holds the most users
among all continents compared to the previous work which is North America. Furthermore in
our experiments the overall population has jumped to around eight hundred millions
compared to the former work which is around two hundred millions. In addition we proposed
another approach to the Facebook study which is analysing the energy efficiency behaviour of
scenarios in different criteria involving power usage effectiveness (PUE), server power(KW),
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IT and site infrastructure power(KW), total datacentre power(KW) and datacentre electricity
cost to give a sustainable solution for this Cloud computing application. In energy efficiency
aspect we compared the energy efficiency before and after virtualization. Furthermore we
investigated the effect of integrating virtualisation effect of IT and site infrastructure for
energy efficiency.
Aim of Simulation
When it comes to simulate a large scale application like Facebook it would be a tough task to
accomplish because so many parameters need to be considered. The primary goal of our
simulation is to study how Facebook behaves on Cloud environment. Secondary one is to
incorporate energy efficient aspects of Cloud computing into our simulation including
virtualization, cost reduction and enhancing quality of service (response time). We focus on
use of virtualization as the most important factor to reach an energy efficient simulation in
form of Para virtualization based on Xen technology. Although our final approach in main
part is Green Cloud architecture considering carbon footprint, with facilities and equipment
we possessed for implementing the Cloud it was not feasible for us to simulate this theory as
it requires very complex infrastructure, thus we propose the approach to study the energy
efficient and sustainable Cloud based application with the only software as far as we know
which is capable to simulate Cloud environment.
Simulation Operation [50]
Users of Cloud don’t care from which data centre in Europe or Asia they are receiving the
service they only care about quality of service. Operation of CloudAnalyst is divided into five
parts:
1- User base generates a InternetCloudLet including application Id and the user base region
that indicates the source of requests then CloudLet is forwarded to internet tagged as
REQUEST by no delay.
2- Having got the request to the internet, Service Broker would decide which
DataCenterController to hand in the InternetCloudLet. Service Broker has a list containing
DataCenterControllers tagged by region. It would choose which DataCenterController serve
the request based on the different policies we mentioned before embedded in Service Broker.
3- Afterwards the internet send the InternetCloudLet request to selected DataCenterController
adding delay according to network delay configured by internet charactristics.
4- DataCenterController delivers the response to the internet tagged as RESPONSE.
5- Internet would send over the response to the corresponded source (User Base) using region
Id adding network delay.
Simulation Configuration [50]
Our assumptions for simulation are described in tables below. In addition, the scale of
simulation is 1/10th of reality for simplicity, time zone for each user base is unique, and the
most users run the application for almost 2 hours in the evening between 7:00 and 9:00 PM
local time. 5 % of users are online at the same time at peak hours while 1/10th of them use
that at off peak hours. Besides we assume that each user has new request every 5 minutes.
Data size per request in bytes is defined 100. Simulation duration is set to one day and Cost
plan is based on the most famous Cloud provider Amazon EC2 [52]. We implement different
scenarios to study the behaviour of Facebook under various conditions of configurations.
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Region

CloudAnalyst region ID

Users

Europe

2

223565060

North America

0

217957800

Asia

3

202151200

South America

1

103296480

Africa

4

37489880

Australia & Oceania

5

13353960

Table 2: Distribution statistics of Facebook (Inspired by Socialbakers [51])

User base

Region

Time
zone

Peak hours

Peak hours
(GMT)

Simultaneous
online users
during Peak
hours

Simultaneous
online users
during offpeak hours

(Local time)

UB1

0

GMT – 6

7.00–9.00 pm

13:00-15:00

1089789

108978

UB2

1

GMT – 4

7.00–9.00 pm

15:00-17:00

516482

51648

UB3

2

GMT + 1

7.00–9.00 pm

20:00-22:00

1117825

111782

UB4

3

GMT + 6

7.00–9.00 pm

01:00-03:00

1010756

101075

UB5

4

GMT + 2

7.00–9.00 pm

21:00-23:00

187449

18744

UB6

5

GMT + 10

7.00–9.00 pm

05:00-07:00

66769

6676

Table 3: User bases configuration
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Region/Region

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

25

100

150

250

250

100

1

100

25

250

500

350

200

2

150

250

25

150

150

200

3

250

500

150

25

500

500

4

250

350

150

500

25

500

5

100

200

200

500

500

25

Table 4: Latency matrix values (in milliseconds)

Region/Region

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

2000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1

1000

800

1000

1000

1000

1000

2

1000

1000

2500

1000

1000

1000

3

1000

1000

1000

1500

1000

1000

4

1000

1000

1000

1000

500

1000

5

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

2000

Table 5: Bandwidth matrix values (in Mbps)
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Parameters

value

Cost per VM per hour (1024 Mb, 100 MIPS)

$ 0.10

Cost per 1 Gb of data transfer from /to internet

$ 0.10

Virtual machine image size

100000 bytes

Size of memory per VM

10240 Mb

Size of available bandwidth per VM

10000 bytes

Data centre server architecture

X86

Data centre VMM or Hypervisor

Xen

Data centre operating system

Linux

Number of machines per datacentre

20

Size of memory per physical machine

20480 Mb

Size of storage per physical machine

1000000 Mb

Number of CPUs per machine

4

CPU power capacity

10000 MIPS

Machines resource scheduling policy

Time shared

User group factor

1000

Request group factor

100

Executable instruction length for each user request

250

Data size per request

100 bytes

Request per user per hour

12

Simulation duration

1 day

Table 6: Simulation configuration parameters
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Terminologies:











MIPS stands for million instructions per second which shows the speed computer
processor [53].
Time shared is a policy which schedules resource allocation to virtual machines.
User group factor in user bases is equivalent to number of simultaneous users from
single user base.
Request grouping factor in data centers is equivalent to number of simultaneous
requests a single application server instance can support.
Response time implicates time taken between sending a request and receiving a
response from data center.
Data transfer time is the time taken for data of single request (D) to be transported
from source to destination. This is equal to size of unit of data divided by dedicated
bandwidth to each user (T transfer).
T transfer = D / BW per user.
Where:
BW per user = BW total / Nr.
BW total is available bandwidth defined in internet characteristics while Nr stands for
number of current user requests in transmission. Internet characteristic considers the
migration of user requests between different regions.
Data transmission latency is delay of network between two places based on
geographical distances. This is equal to half of time taken for round trip ping (T
latency).
The overall data transmission delay (T total) is calculated as formula:
T total = T latency + T transfer.
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6.2 Experiments
In this part we present 8 major scenarios to obtain an accurate comparison and experiment.
Our main approach in scenarios is virtualization to satisfy energy efficiency. All figures are
visible in appendix chapter (chapter 9). In experiment part we only condense results in a table.
6.2.1 Primitive Scenario 0
Facebook is hosted on a single data center using 20 physical servers without using
virtualization
In this scenario all requests for Facebook coming from all continents are processed on a single
data center placed in region 2 (Europe) using 20 physical servers using the default round robin
policy as VMs load balancing and closet data center as server Broker policy. We verify only
the energy efficiency of one datacentre placing in Europe prior to applying virtualization. As
the software doesn’t work without VMs we skip the tables corresponding to VMs and data
transfer cost along with response time and processing time.

Datacenter

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data center
utility bill
($)

DC1

2.32

8

19

25

44

46,797

Table 7: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 0
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6.2.2 Scenario 1
Facebook is hosted on a single data center using 60 VMs.
In this scenario all requests for Facebook coming from all continents are processed on a single
data center placed in region 2 (Europe) using 60 VMs on 20 physical servers using the default
round robin policy as VMs load balancing and closet data center as server Broker policy.
The result from response times of different user bases illustrates that during peak hours one
User base can influence other user bases. For instance during 20:00 to 22:00 while user base1
is generating so many requests other regions have less service demand compared to that. As
can be seen from the response time figures they are fluctuating according to each user base
peak load hours. During 24 hours resulting in at average time of 438.67 milliseconds to serve
users. On the other hand processing time of data center is 145.32 milliseconds. Figures shown
in appendix illustrate the average time taken by data center to serve a request from different
regions during 24 hours and the number of requests served per hour. It is obvious that the
highest processing time corresponds to users from Europe and North America which have the
most population among others. The same happens for the hourly loading figure. The other
important factor for data center is cost 2035.43 that is calculated by software which is the sum
of VM and data transfer cost.
In terms of energy efficiency we show that when virtualization is applied to both IT and site
infrastructure the site infrastructure power consumption falls 50% to 12 form 24 KW and this
will reduce the total data center power and annual utility cost. Detailed results can be found
on appendix. Also all results improved compared to scenario 0 caused by virtualization. The
summarized results are shown as follows:
Datacenter

VM cost $

Data transfer cost $

Overall average
response time
(milliseconds)

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

DC1

144.06

1891.37

438.67

145.32

Table 8: Scenario 1 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

1 data center
with 60 VMs
while
virtualization
applied to IT
infrastructure
1 data center
with 60 VMs
while
virtualization
applied to
IT & site
infrastructure

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill
($)

2.55

4

16

24

40

41,962

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 9: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 1
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6.2.3 Scenario 2
Facebook is hosted on two data centers using 30 VMs each.
In this scenario we allocate one more data center to process the requests located in region 0
(North America). In order to keep cost the same we split 60 VMs equally to each data center
(30 VM for each one).VM policy is round robin and data center policy is closest data center.
Figures of response times show an increment in for most user bases except user base 1 and 6.
Regarding these user bases it is concluded that closer data center placed in North America
which is serving them has had more effect than decreasing the number of virtual machines in
that data center, therefore their response times decrease according to the fact that they are
getting service from closer data center. So decentralization is helpful in this case.
In overall average response times it is obvious that the value has increased to 533.27
dramatically because of not enough capacity to handle the requests so data center would be
overloaded during peak hours. The average processing time more than doubled to 360.87
compared to previous scenario for data centers because we have reduced the number of VMs
to half in each data center therefore it would take more time to process the data on each data
center. Data transfer cost per data center reduces cause by decentralization of data centers and
closing them to user bases and less population allocated to each data center. DC2 data transfer
cost is lower than DC1 as it faces less users (North and South America, Australia and Oceania
compared to DC1 (Europe, Asia, Africa). VMs Cost remains the same as we equally divided
the VMs. From the hourly average processing time figures it can be concluded that we are
missing the middle tower which transferred into the DC2 figure. The reason is that when we
locate another date center in North America according to our default configuration that
declares service would serve from the closest data center to users, User bases 1, 2 and 6 from
North America, South America and Australia sends their requests to DC2. The closest data
center is defined on the basis of network latency configured in internet characteristics. The
same reason is considered for Hourly loading of data center.
As shown in energy efficiency table for each data centers since we decrease the number of
VMs (consolidation ratio) IT infrastructure and server power experience one KW increment to
17 and 5 respectively that reflect in total power of data center and annual utility bill a little.
But PUE shows a better value as 1.72.
Other alternatives of second scenario are 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 coming next:
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Datacenter

DC1

VM
cost
($)

Data transfer
cost
($)

72.03

1092.81

Overall
average
response
time
(milliseconds)

Average
processing
time per
data center
(milliseconds)

Overall
average
processing
Time
(milliseconds)

372.39
533.27

DC2

72.03

360.87

798.55

345.11

Table 10: Scenario 2 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

2 data centers
with 30 VMs
each

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill ($)

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.72

5

17

12

29

29,840

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

1.72

5

17

12

29

29,840

Table 11: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 2
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6.2.4 Scenario 2.1
Facebook is hosted on two data center with 60 VMs each.
In this scenario we just increase the VMs on each data center from 30 to 60. Data center
policy is closest data center while VM policy is round robin. In this scenario the individual
and overall average processing times fall more than double since we increase the VM number
to 60 in each data center. Data transfer cost per data center reduces in an unsimilar way cause
by decentralization of data centers and closing them to user bases facing different population
numbers. Overall average response time decreased specially we can see the response times
for user bases 1, 2 and 6 lowered dramatically compared to first scenario as they are receiving
service from the data center which is closer to them placed in North America whereas the
other user bases response times remains almost still. The hourly processing and loading
pattern of data centers has decreased in height as there are more VMs to process the requests.
Cost of data centers increases to grand total of 2179.49 as we doubled VMs on each one.
As shown in energy efficiency table for each data centers since we increase the number of
VMs (consolidation ratio) IT infrastructure and server power experience one KW decrement
to 16 and 4 respectively that reflect in total power of data center and annual utility bill a little.
But PUE shows a worse value as 1.74.
Below are detail results of this scenario.

Datacenter

VM
cost
($)

DC1

144.06

DC2

144.06

Data
transfer
cost
($)

Overall
average
response time
(milliseconds)

1092.81
798.55

Average
processing time
per data center
(milliseconds)

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

164.26
333.63

161.03

156.61

Table 12: Scenario 2.1 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

2 data centers
with 60 VMs
each

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill
($)

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 13: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 2.1
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6.2.5 Scenario 2.2
Facebook is hosted on two data centers with 60 VMs using peak load sharing.
In this scenario we use two data centers having each 60 VMs by sharing load during peak
hours.VM policy is round robin. In case of heavy load on data center using optimized
response time server Broker policy we can share the load with lighter data center. As can be
seen, the loading patterns of data centers has differed little bit from previous time because we
spread the traffic between two data center. Overall average response time increases a little
since extra load moves from overloaded data center to lighter one therefore it takes more time
to receive a service. Average processing time per data centers show more load migrated from
DC2 to DC1 because DC2 value decreased while DC1 increased adversely. Overall average
processing time decreased a little because data centers wouldn’t overload. Total cost remains
still.
Since we didn’t change consolidation ratio we got the same result as scenario 2.1 for energy
efficiency.
Our results are as shown below:

Datacenter

VM cost
($)

Data
transfer
cost
($)

DC1

144.06

1092.81

DC2

144.06

798.55

Overall
average
response time
(milliseconds)

Average
processing time
per
data center
(milliseconds)
164.81

336.68

153.98

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

160.17

Table 14: Scenario 2.2 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill
($)

2 data centers
with 60 VMs
each using
peak load
sharing

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 15: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 2.2
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6.2.6 Scenario 2.3
Facebook is hosted on two data centers with 60 VMs each using load balancing and VM
throttling
Here we add the throttling technique to balance the load among VMs while using peak load
sharing between data centers. As it is demonstrated (in appendix) the individual and overall
average processing time has decreased almost twice from previous scenario since we add
throttling. Response time experiences the great fall. All figures don’t experience a big change
rather than previous scenario. Cost remains still.
Since we didn’t change consolidation ratio we got the same result as scenario 2.1 and 2.2 for
energy efficiency.
Our results are produced as follows:

Datacenter

VM cost
$

Data
transfer cost
$

DC1

144.06

1079.91

DC2

144.06

811.46

Overall
average
response time
(milliseconds)

Average
processing
time per
data center
(milliseconds)
83.88

257.54

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

81.38

78.06

Table 16: Scenario 2.3 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total
data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill
($)

2 data
centers with
60 VMs
each using
peak load
sharing and
throttling

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 17: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 2.3
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6.2.7 Scenario 3
Facebook is hosted on three data centers with 60 VMs each using load balancing and VM
Throttling
In this scenario we add one more data center to our configuration placing in region 3 (Asia),
keeping the same techniques in scenario 2.3. We see that since we added another data center it
reduced overall average response times of data centers a little to 193.23 milliseconds and
processing time to 74.53 as the third data center participate in serving requests. The greatest
fall in average response time happens for user base 4 placing in Asia from 421.21 to 170.26
milliseconds as added data center in this region will serve the requests from now on based on
the fact that closer data center to user base must serve the requests. Since we add another data
center in Asia (DC3) the user base 4 residing in Asia would be served from DC3 from now on
because that data center is closer to it. Therefore data transfer cost of DC1 would reduce as it
has less transmission due to elimination of user base 4.
DC1 still has the highest processing time while DC2 is somewhat less compared to DC3. The
loading and processing patterns of data centers are various because data centers are not fully
utilized according to their request demands specially DC3 as it faces less requests due to less
population. Overall processing time reduces as there are 3 data center contributors in
processing.
Adding DC3 seems not so much useful because it doesn’t affect other data center processing
times. Total cost is 2323.55 due to adding one more data center including 60 VMs.
Since we didn’t change consolidation ratio we got the same result as scenario 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3
for energy efficiency. The outputs of simulation are as follows:

Datacenter

VM cost
($)

Data
transfer
cost
($)

DC1

144.06

680.31

DC2

144.06

810.07

DC3

144.06

390.99

Overall
average
response time
(milliseconds)

Average
processing time
per
data center
(milliseconds)
84.11

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

78.72

193.23

74.53

48.95

Table 18: Scenario 3 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

3 data
centers with
60 VMs
each using
peak load
sharing and
throttling

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total data
center
power
(KW)

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

Annual
data
center
utility
bill ($)
DC1

1.74
DC2

4
DC2

16
DC2

12
DC2

28
DC2

28,622
DC2

1.74
DC3

4
DC3

16
DC3

12
DC3

28
DC3

28,622
DC3

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 19: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 3
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6.2.8 Scenario 3.1
Facebook is hosted on three data centers with 73, 68, and 39 VMs each using load balancing
and VM throttling
We apply some modification to the last scenario since we have one data center underutilized
(DC3) and other two data centers are encountering high processing time as they hold not
enough VMs to handle the requests in shorter time. DC1, DC2 and DC3 hold 73, 68 and 39
VMs respectively. In order to make processing times of data centers close to each other,
improve the QOS offered by each data center to regions to experience the fair response time
we need to modify our configuration. Results demonstrate that altering the VMs number in
data centers in accordance with their request demand and eliminating unnecessary servers
would be efficient. The goal in the last scenario is to make all data centers work fully utilized
according to the amount of workload they receive and establish a balance between QOS and
cost. Overall average response and processing time reduce a little.
Data centers in different regions have various peak loads according to number of users at
distinct periods due to their geographical locations. In this scenario we managed setting the
VMs number to different values to keep processing time of all data centers similar to each
other. As a result overall response time decreases. This scenario is the best one in terms of
response time among all scenarios .Cost remains still.
As shown since DC1 has higher consolidation ratio (around 4) all energy aspects decrease
except PUE that increases to 1.77. DC2 energy parameters remain the same as before
(consolidation ratio is 3) while DC3 values show increments in terms of server and IT
infrastructure which affects the total power and annual utility bill of data center. PUE of DC3
reduces to 1.72 which is equal to scenario 2 PUE as the consolidation ratio becomes around 2.
Results concluded are:
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Datacenter

VM
cost
($)

Data
transfer cost
($)

DC1

175.27

703.64

DC2

163.27

815.33

DC3

93.64

372.40

Overall
average
response
time
(milliseconds)

Average
processing time
per
data center
(milliseconds)

Overall
average
processing
time
(milliseconds)

67.09
67.84

188.47

67.55

67.78

Table 20: Scenario 3.1 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

3 data centers
with 73,68,39
VMs, using
peak load
sharing and
throttling

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill ($)

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.77

3

15

11

26

27,513

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

DC2

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

DC3

DC3

DC3

DC3

DC3

DC3

1.72

5

17

12

29

29,840

Table 21: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 3.1
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6.2.9 Scenario 4
Facebook is hosted on one data center with 64 VMs using VM throttling
Our main objective in this proposed scenario is to verify whether we can reach the same
processing time as scenario 3.1(67.55) with one data center in order to reduce energy
consumption and cost. Since we are using only one data center average response times for all
user bases except user base 3(located in Europe) are high compared to the previous scenario
that we had 3 data centers. We demonstrated that by using 64 VMs by consolidation ratio of 3
and throttling policy we can get to the same processing time while eliminating two data
centers which would result in reducing energy cost and consumption. Although this solution
can not satisfy response time (362.88 milliseconds), in terms of energy efficiency and
processing time is the best approach among our scenarios.

Datacenter

VM cost
($)

Data transfer
cost
($)

Overall average
response time
(milliseconds)

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

DC1

153.66

1891.37

362.88

67.89

Table 22: Scenario 4 performance and cost aspects

Datacenter

1 data center
with 64
VMs using
throttling

PUE

Server
power
(KW)

Total IT
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Site
infrastructure
power
(KW)

Total data
center
power
(KW)

Annual
data
center
utility
bill
($)

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Table 23: Energy efficiency aspects of scenario 4
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6.3 Results
After finishing 8 major experiments results summary of different scenarios have been
collected and most important factors have been condensed below in terms of response/
processing time, VM cost ($) incorporating with energy efficiency aspects encompassing
power consumption and cost in terms of power usage effectiveness (PUE), server power (Kilo
watt), total IT infrastructure power (KW), site infrastructure power (KW), total data center
power (KW), data center utility bill ($) to figure out which is the most energy efficient
scenario. Data transfer cost per data center in each scenario may alter due to different
population density allocated to each data center in various continents having different
distances but total data transfer cost per data center remains still as we move to along
scenarios holding the value of 1891.37 dollars. Therefore we skip expressing the value for
total data transfer cost in the results summary table.
Our primitive scenario shows energy efficiency conditions pre virtualization using 20 physical
servers. As you observe, we have divided the scenario 1 into two parts, in the first part we
indicate that what results are expected in the mentioned criteria if virtualization is only
applied to IT infrastructure, afterwards second part we add up application of virtualization to
site infrastructure in form of rightsizing and improved cooling and efficient UPS as mentioned
below. We need to assume some parameters to assess the effect of virtualization application
in terms of energy cost and power. First we evaluate the energy cost and consumption of data
center before applying virtualization.
Assumptions:
Our assumptions are based on APC (American power conversion) company by Schneider
Electric. [60]
Data center capacity

40 KW

IT load

19 KW

Percentage of IT load servers use

40%

Total number of servers

20

Electricity cost per KWh

0.12 $

Virtualized servers

100 %

Table 24: Data center energy parameters (Inspired by APC [60])





IT load: amount of power IT infrastructure consumes including servers, storage,
networking and other related IT equipment.
Virtualized servers: this corresponds to percentage of servers that can be virtualized. It
means we have servers take part in virtualization.
Server consolidation ratio: it represents the ratio of number of VMs to number of
servers. This value is subject to change based on each scenario.
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Virtualization has some advantages for energy efficiency if applicable to site infrastructure
involving:
 Rightsizing CRAC: when virtualization abstracts servers CRAC power requirement
would be less than before applying virtualization.
 Rightsizing UPS/PDU: when virtualization abstracts servers it reduces the need of
UPS/PDU to provide more power.
 High efficiency UPS: using more energy efficient UPS consumes less power.
 Row based cooling: it regards to bringing the source of cool air closer to IT load.
If we don’t apply virtualization to above site infrastructure, the energy efficiency effect of
virtualization would be concentrated only on IT infrastructure, whilst energy efficient IT
equipment is not able to influence considerably the power consumption of data center without
cooperating energy efficient site equipment.
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2 data centers
with 60 VMs each

333.63

161.03

288.12

336.68

160.17

288.12

257.54

81.38

288.12

193.23

74.53

432.18

188.47

67.55

432.18

362.88

67.89

153.66

4

3 data centers with
73,68,39 VMs
each using peak
load sharing and
throttling
1 data center with
64 VMs using
throttling

DC1

DC1

2.32

8

19

25

44

46,797

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

2.55

4

16

24

40

41,962

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

DC1
1.72
DC2
1.72
DC1
1.74
DC2
1.74
DC1
1.74
DC2
1.74
DC1
1.74
DC2
1.74
DC1
1.74
DC2
1.74
DC3
1.74
DC1
1.77
DC2
1.74
DC3
1.72
DC1

DC1
5
DC2
5
DC1
4
DC2
4
DC1
4
DC2
4
DC1
4
DC2
4
DC1
4
DC2
4
DC3
4
DC1
3
DC2
4
DC3
5
DC1

DC1
17
DC2
17
DC1
16
DC2
16
DC1
16
DC2
16
DC1
16
DC2
16
DC1
16
DC2
16
DC3
16
DC1
15
DC2
16
DC3
17
DC1

DC1
12
DC2
12
DC1
12
DC2
12
DC1
12
DC2
12
DC1
12
DC2
12
DC1
12
DC2
12
DC3
12
DC1
11
DC2
12
DC3
12
DC1

DC1
29
DC2
29
DC1
28
DC2
28
DC1
28
DC2
28
DC1
28
DC2
28
DC1
28
DC2
28
DC3
28
DC1
26
DC2
28
DC3
29
DC1

DC1
29,840
DC2
29,840
DC1
28,622
DC2
28,622
DC1
28,622
DC2
28,622
DC1
28,622
DC2
28,622
DC1
28,622
DC2
28,622
DC3
28,622
DC1
27,513
DC2
28,622
DC3
29,840
DC1

1.74

4

16

12

28

28,622

Annual data
center utility
bill ($)

2.1

3.1

DC1

Total data
center power
(KW)

144.06

3 data centers with
60 VMs each using
peak load sharing
and throttling

Site
infrastructure
(KW)

360.87

3

DC1

144.06

533.27

2.3

DC1

144.06

2

2.2

DC1
----

2 data centers
with 30 VMs each

2 data centers
with 60 VMs each
using peak load
sharing
2 data centers with
60 VMs each using
peak load sharing
and throttling

Total IT
infrastructure
(KW)

145.32

Server power
(KW)

433.67

145.32

PUE

433.67

----

Overall virtual
machine cost
($)

----

Overall average
processing time
(milliseconds)

1

Overall average
response time
(milliseconds)

Scenario

0

1 data center with
20 physical
servers without
virtualization
1 data center with
60 VMs while
virtualization
applied to IT
infrastructure
1 data center with
60 VMs while
virtualization
applied to IT &
site infrastructure

Table 25: Results summary of sustainability aspects
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In order to achieve a more tangible understanding of results, graphical representations of
above tables are offered as four figures:

Figure 12: Overall average response/processing time

Figure 11: VM/Data transfer cost
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0

Figure 13: Total datacenters power consumption

0

Figure 14: Annual datacenters utility cost
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By analyzing previous scenarios and exploring results including above summarized table, we
can conclude some points that we achieved as simulation result:
Result Observations and Conclusion:
 Response time reduces when the service approaches the users due to less effect caused
by internet latency and bandwidth. It indicates that when we have more than one data
center, the users are served from the data center which is closer to them therefore they
tolerate less effect caused by internet latency and bandwidth and this results in shorter
and better response time. In other words decentralization of data centers will increase
performance.
 Data center transfer cost for each data center fall since we distribute data centers and
put them closer to user bases as data transfer per data center reduces due to dividing
the population across data centers.
 We learned that the more we use virtualization technology (VM), the more we
improve response and processing time, thus virtualization has a significant role in
Cloud computing even if we add data center but decrease VMs the processing and
response time increases adversely.
 Processing time can be enhanced by applying load balancing at the data center and
virtualization level using peak load sharing and throttling respectively.
 Response time can be improved by applying load balancing at the virtualization level
using throttling.
 In case of using peak load sharing policy between data centers, the workload is likely
to migrate to another data center, hence, user may receive his service from the data
center which is not the closest one to him. So this reflects in longer response time as
the distance is farther than before as it adds up more latency to data transfer. The
longer the data transfer is the more costly is.
 To achieve above strategies efficiently, the capacity of data center should be paid
attention to take over the peak load. Besides this volume should be considered in
utilized manner in order to be economical. It means that we should set the number of
VMs according to the number of users requesting a service. Therefore avoiding
deploying VMs in a data center which are exceeding our needs and can lead to waste
of energy and money.
 Scenario 4 proved that we can reach the same overall average processing time as our
utilized scenario 3.1 with one data center using 64 VMs which lead to reduction of
huge amount of energy cost and consumption due to eliminating two data centers.
Therefore this scenario is the best among our experimented scenarios in terms of
energy efficiency. However we miss good overall average response time because of
network delay and bandwidth limitation due to geographical location of user bases
served from one data center in Europe.
 The more VMs used (higher consolidation ratio) the more we can save energy cost and
consumption.
 Applying virtualization just to IT infrastructure is not capable to increase energy
efficiency of data center considerably. Thus it must be applied to site infrastructure as
well to gain the ideal and acceptable saving in terms of energy cost and consumption.
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So rightsizing site equipment has a potential to cut off the cost of energy up to 50%.
[61]
Turning off unused servers after virtualization decrease data center power
consumption, however post virtualization increases PUE due to fixed losses in
physical infrastructure. Rightsizing will improve the PUE.
In our scenarios best PUE corresponds to scenario 2 and part of 3.1 when the
consolidation ratio is around 2.
The more VMs the less power for servers, IT and site infrastructure we need due to
consolidation ratio as it abstracts the number of servers and right size the equipment.
Total power and utility bill of data center and change according to consolidation ratio.
This simulation results show that we can get to an energy efficient Cloud application
from user and Cloud perspective in these ways:


From user perspective as we mentioned all users are interested in quality of
service like short response time, we demonstrated by different scenarios how to
reach this goal by fully utilizing resources allocation via different policies
applied at data center and VM level such as peak load sharing and throttling.
So we conclude scenario 3.1 is the best applicable solution in terms of reducing
latency as all user distributed across 6 continents fairly must experience the
equal response time to satisfy the acceptable quality of service.



From Cloud provider perspective that energy, cost and processing time matters.
We need to find an economical and efficient way to serve the requests.
Therefore our goal is to minimize the processing time in order to save more
energy while considering lowering cost. The more we reduce processing time
of data centers the more we save energy that leads to less producing carbon
footprint. Furthermore in data center which the number of VMs is additional to
user requests we remove underutilized virtual machines and consolidate
workload on servers to operate fully utilized, this reduces VMs cost per data
center and is more economical. Increasing consolidation ratio means less
carbon emission. Besides we proved that one data center can operate with the
same processing time as scenario 3.1 (having three data centers). So the last
scenario (scenario 4) appears to be the most appropriate approach in terms of
energy efficiency, performance and cost with less impact on environment as
we removed two data centers which leads to saving large amount of energy
cost and consumption. Thus we can cover all aspects of sustainability by
application of last scenario. The only thing we can’t satisfy completely is good
response time for all regions.
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7

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented Cloud computing as a sustainable solution for IT businesses to
deploy their applications upon that. Then we challenged issues regarding energy efficiency of
Cloud computing as an important concern of IT industry to operate in a more sustainable
manner from the aspects of economy and environment.
Energy efficiency aspects were described in two parts. Data centre concluded to consume the
largest amount of energy inside Cloud particularly in cooling and air conditioning equivalent
to energy provided for servers to run services. Wide variety of techniques and approaches
were introduced for IT and site infrastructure contributors to direct datacentre to a greener and
economical design and deployment. PON and PtP as optical communication networks
investigated to be the most energy efficient choice to carry Cloud services to users. Some
energy efficient methods dedicated to network equipment area explained to improve
networking approach for traffic transportation.
Virtualization proposed shortly in our paper as a leading actor that can reduce the energy
consumption dramatically by means of novel technologies such as consolidation of servers,
resource provisioning and VM migration which makes them work fully utilized. We said that
server virtualization plays a significant role among types of virtualization to save energy.
A comparison between traditional data centre and Cloud data centre was proposed and
recommended using Cloud data centre is more economical, scalable, and simpler to manage.
We surveyed some approaches corresponding energy efficiency of Cloud data centres at
different levels. Data centre level as an inclusive of hardware and operating system level was
discussed in detailed at virtualized and non-virtualized level . Energy efficiency is not meant
to be always reducing carbon footprint. Thus ultimate paradigm awaken from virtualized data
centre approaches is brought in as Green Cloud Architecture which is able to satisfy not only
cost efficiency but also reduce the carbon emissions coming along with multiple scheduling
policies like CEGP to make it Green.
As an overall conclusion, having applied the energy efficient approaches to the data centre
infrastructure and network equipment and by using virtualized green Cloud datacentre
architecture along with energy efficient telecommunication network( PON& PtP) for service
delivery lead us to a sustainable Cloud computing.
The last chapter modelling and simulation of Facebook as a Cloud based application would be
modelled in different scenarios to study the behaviour of that under various configurations to
lead us to a best approach meeting energy efficiency, cost effectiveness and good performance
from user and Cloud provider perspective based on our experiments. We came to conclusion
that adjusting number of virtual machines according to user requests, consolidation of servers
and turning off underutilized ones and application of policies at data centre and VM level
such as peak load sharing and throttling respectively can result in energy efficiency like
reducing energy cost and consumption, processing time and we can have a shorter response
time by means of decentralisation of datacentres and placing them closer to user bases.
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9 Appendix
In this section we enclose detailed outputs from our 8 experiments scenarios.
Scenario 1
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